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Food Triggers
Welcome to edition two of Kick Start Magazine. 
Today, I want to share with you my experience of food 
triggers.
What are your triggers? My own triggers get less and 
less the more I go down this road and I think you will 
be the same. You have to keep chipping away every 
day, making the best choices you can, start your day 
with an affirmation - “ I only choose to eat  healthy 
food “.... keep saying it. If you are REALLY Craving - 

are you eating enough FATS?

Remember, if you are a former sugar addict even a BIT of 
sugar WILL send you back down the slope..WHY? Its just 

like being a smoker. You give up, then 1 cigarette and your 
back...SUGAR IS STRONG, ADDICTIVE, mind bending stuff... 

I know that seems a crazy statement but its so true... When you 
have been clean for a good while a tiny bit of sugar will affect you 

100 fold. The most important thing is LOVE yourself and BE KIND. This 
clean eating is such a fine balance. A 2 week detox is a TINY dot of time. Set 

yourself up for the LONG HAUL and keep going in your quest for happiness, health & fitness..... 
BIG LOVE to all of you from me, I’M CHEERING for you - so keep going!

As always, if you want to be part of the conversation and interact then please do so using Twitter, 
Facebook and Instagram. I especially love to hear from you.

Rachel H
olm

es
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  Original Artist & PPL-Free music options

  Every genre and fitness discipline covered

  100s of titles available on CD & Download

  32 count phrased with aerobic curve or constant BPM

  Timed music with vocal commands for intervals

FITNESS INSTRUCTORS
 

Pure Energy supplies thousands of instructors with music tailored for fitness 
classes on a monthly basis on CD & download, offering individual releases or 

annual subscriptions either with or without a PPL licence included.

CORPORATE 
 

Pure Energy supplies group membership for centres and multiple sites, offering 
regular music releases for all disciplines and licensing options to suit any budget, 

providing both original artist and PPL free alternatives.  

BRANDS
 

Pure Energy works with some of the biggest names in the fitness industry to 
create bespoke music releases to suit their training programmes. Whatever the 

concept, we can tailor the music to enhance the experience.

EUROPE’S LARGEST SUPPLIER OF MUSIC TO 
THE FITNESS INDUSTRY!

WWW.PUREENERGYMUSIC.COM
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KSFL for 
Fitness Pilates 
lovers too! 

   I have been a franchisee for Kick Start Fat Loss 
(KSFL) for over a year now and our clients have 
experienced some amazing results, but I also realised 
that I have a big clientele who just go to my fitness 
Pilates classes. These participants love fitness Pilates 
and everything that it is about but also want to 
change their body shapes, eat better & possibly lose 
weight – so I now offer them Kick Start Fat Loss. The 
principals of KSFL’s clean eating plan work perfectly 
with Fitness Pilates & it really teaches my participants 
that ‘ABS are made in the kitchen’. 

I offer both a live & online package and for the 
21 days my participants receive a new 10 min FP 
workout EVERY DAY, full KSFL nutritional plan 
including yummy clean eating recipes, before and 
after measurements & pictures plus online support & 
guidance throughout the course. Our live participants 
also get one Fitness Pilates class per week plus Kick 
Start slim meeting sessions once a week! The results 
have been mind blowing! Here are some testimonials 
and pictures…

“In the 3 weeks I’ve lost 15 inches 
in total. I’ve loved the workouts 
the inspiration and encourage from 
everyone on the group. I will definitely 

be back next month to kick some 
more fat. Thank you.” - Siobhan 
Caine.

“I have lost 7 lbs, 12 inches off 
my body and I feel amazing. I 
suffer terrible IBS and I haven’t 

had any symptoms in the last 
3 weeks. I honestly thought I 
would never get below 12st. 
My tummy has defiantly 
slimmed down and my skin 
feels great!” - Georgina Marie 
Clough

“I have really enjoyed the last 3 weeks and can 
honestly say that I haven’t felt this good since 
before I started the menopause. I feel great inside 
and out and everyone has noticed a difference in 
me. I have had next to no symptoms that have 
plagued my life for the last 8 years and I don’t 
think I have ever had this much energy! I love the 
workouts and I would definitely recommend KSFL 
Burwell to all my friends. This is certainly one 
lifestyle change I will be sticking to! Thank you 
so much, you really have changed my life for the 
best!” - Vicky Fordham

For more information on KSFL Fitness Pilates please 
check out www.kickstartfatlosscambridge.com

www.choreographytogo.com
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DAVID LLOYD
11.30 – 5.30 Friday

12.30 – 6.30 Sat/Sun

NEXT
DERBY

and gain your Level 3 
Fitness Pilates qualification

19/20/21 JUNE

Take it 
to the

LEVEL

Full amount £720 + VAT

Deposit amount £200 +  VAT

To pay please go to:
www.choreographytogo.infusionsoft.com/app/manageCart/showManageOrder 

https://choreographytogo.infusionsoft.com/app/manageCart/showManageOrder
https://choreographytogo.infusionsoft.com/app/manageCart/showManageOrder
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Real people
Real results

Mother of three with under-active thyroid ditches the diets 
and loses 3 stone in 4 months with Kick Start Fat Loss

Mother of three Lisa Lockwood from Lowestoft       
was your typical yo-yo dieter. 
Years of crash dieting and restrictive calorie counting 
had damaged her metabolism and left her feeling 
hungry with unsatisfactory results. Even whilst 
attending various slimming clubs Lisa would only see 
short term weight loss followed by long term weight 
gain. “I would initially lose 5 lbs only to put on 10lb 
soon after” –says Lisa.
A hair dresser by trade, Lisa would suffer chronic 
fatigue and joint ache after only standing for a 
few minutes. Feeling frustrated and exhausted she 
sought medical advice from her GP. Her blood tests 
revealed that she was suffering from an under active 
thyroid - a condition in which there is a reduced 
level of thyroid hormone (thyroxine) in the body. 
Common symptoms included tiredness, weight gain, 
constipation, aches, dry skin and feeling cold. Now 
both lacking in energy and enthusiasm, Lisa resigned 
herself to being fat forever.

‘My wedding ring no longer fitted, I didn’t believe 
that I could lose weight so ate more in comfort.’ The 
turning point came on New Year’s Eve 2014 – the 
annual family party. After looking forward to dressing 
as Cinderella, Lisa was devastated when the size 18 
dress did not fit. Tipping the scales at 14st 7lbs and 
emotionally at an all time low, Lisa knew it was time 
for change as she was tired of dreaming about being 
thinner.  5th January 2015, Lisa joined  Kick Start Fat 
loss (KSFL) club Lowestoft – ran by franchisee Helen 
Pybus. The Kick Start Fat Loss is a long term life style 
plan that works on the principles of clean eating and 
freshly prepared home cooked meals. There is no 
calorie counting or low fat foods - instead emphasis is 
on eliminating sugar and eating as close to nature as 
possible. 

In the first three weeks Lisa lost an amazing 15lbs – 
and in just 4 months a total of 3 stone. 
With her new found confidence Lisa looks and feels 
great. Her advice for anyone struggling to lose weight 
- ‘Don’t give up. Everyone deserves to lead a fulfilled 
and happy life. Kick Start Fat Loss will help you get 
there.’

For more information about the Kick Start Fat Loss 
eating plan, clubs, exercise and more, visit the 
website at www.kickstartfatloss.net
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A Few 
Holme
Truths

The further we 
move away from nature
the fatter we become. 

The more toxic the body is - the fatter 
we become.

Detoxify the cells & liver first by eliminating 
wheat, gluten, dairy and alcohol.

Eat clean unprocessed foods for 21 days for 
detoxification. Slowly add foods back into the 

diet to see how you respond.

Train first thing in a 
fasted state. Eat your 

first meal after working 
out.

Join my FREE 14 day Kick 
Start Workout Challenge:

www.rachelholmes.
leadpages.net/14-day-ks-

extreme-challenge/

Cook with coconut 
oil & dress your food 

with high quality 
virgin olive oil.

Sugar 
is the enemy 

not fat. It’s highly 
addictive for the 

brain. Cut it out & 
watch for hidden sugars 

in tinned/ packaged/
processed food & drinks. 

If it says LOW FAT on the 
package its screaming low 

nutrients & hidden sugar 
that will keep you on a 

blood sugar 
roller coaster all day.

www.choreographytogo.com

If YOU could go back and give 
your teenage self one piece of 
health advise what would it be?

Take every opportunity and every experience. 
Some will be good, some will be bad. But 

every one will teach you something - and you 
will draw on that experience for the rest of your 

life. - Helen Conway

Don’t be afraid to be different and follow a different 
path. Go where your heart leads you and find your 
true passion- that’s the way to lasting happiness and 
ultimately health. - Andrea Riddoch 

Always ask for help if you are worried about anything 
to do with your health or unsure. Exercise regularly 
once school stops, don’t let the holidays be a couch 
potato time. Be unique and don’t give in to peer 
pressure! - Helen Barness 

YOU ARE ENOUGH EXACTLY as you are!! I LOVE YOU 
- Natasha Knight 

Don’t eat so many takeaways! Yep, it does catch up 
with you x - Suzanne Richardson

Follow your gut instinct. You are doing good; keep 
doing what you are doing - Chris Tuck

Stay true to yourself and don’t follow the crowd - 
Helen Pybus

Blood Washes Off
Bruises Go Away
Bones Heal
Scars Show Character 
Pain Is Temporary - Alex Kosminsky
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Turkey Fitness 
Holiday 2015
Delux Fitness Week in
G r a n  P r e m i e r 
T e k i r o v a  T u r k e y
3rd – 10th October 2015

&
1st – 8th May 2016

5 star luxury resort / Healthy food / All 
inclusive / Full programme of 10 classes a day

Here’s the details 
www.choreographytogo.com/news/turkey
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Fitness research is constantly evolving. Long gone are the days when the men just pumped iron in 
weights room whilst the women jazzed it up next door with their grapevines and leotards. We now see 

more of a mix approach to exercise, where women are learning that weight training isn’t just for the boys 
but an essential weapon for fighting the flab.

www.choreographytogo.com

Who wins the fat loss battle?

Cardio vs 
weight training 

Cardiovascular (aka cardio) exercise is any 
movement that raises your heart rate (because let’s 
face it, our bodies were meant to move), makes you 
feel sweaty and gets more oxygen flowing through 
your body. 

The benefits of cardio are huge; improved circulation, 
improved sleep, increase in energy and a reduction 
in anxiety levels are just a few. Cardio training will 
generally help you lose weight but this will typically 
be a combination of fat and muscle. Losing muscle 
mass will mean your weight on the scale is lower but 
it probably won’t give you the body you are after. 

Long cardio sessions can burn anywhere between 
400-800 calories (depending on duration and level 
of intensity), which is pretty impressive. However, 
keep in mind that you need to burn off 3500 calories 
in order to lose one pound of body fat so those long 
cardio sessions can soon become timely and boredom 
could start to take place. 

Strength (aka resistance) training is one of the 
most underutilised tools in the weight loss war 
among women. Lifting, pushing and pulling heavier 
weights have great health benefits: they will help 
decrease the risk of osteoporosis, help reduce injury, 
make your physically stronger and improve your 
performance. 

Not only does resistance training burn a ton of 
calories while you work out, but also boosts your 
metabolism as you continue to burn calories for a full 
24-36 hours post-workout – turning your body into 
a calorie burning, fat melting machine. Girls, lifting 
weights will not make you bulky as you do not have 
enough testosterone in your bodies to develop this 
degree of muscularity naturally. 

For every additional pound of muscle you gain your 
body burns around 50 extra calories every day of the 
week. So even when you’re just sitting on your sofa 
watching TV you’re still burning more calories.

So when it comes to fat loss which one is better? BOTH! If you have a lot of weight to lose, cardio is 
a great starting point for increasing your overall fitness level and burning calories quickly. However in 
order to have that toned, sculpted body that most women want, you will need to add in some resistance 
workouts. A mix of cardio and strength training will give you the healthy body you want but remember, 
what you eat is just as important.

V
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Thrive

TIme Is The Real Goal

Are YOU Wasting 
TIME.......

No matter how rich, 
successful, uber cool,

positive thinker fit, 
strong, healthy, lean 
& all round amazing 
person you are......

You cannot buy time.

You cannot get time 
back.

You cannot control 
time.

Its the one thing 
we ALL Talk about 

constantly.

“ Theres never enough 
time to do things 

properly......”

“ I haven’t got time to 
learn...........”

“ Im too busy 
doing............”

We use these lines all 
of the time and stay 

STUCK in mediocrity.

But

Are YOU Being Busy Being Busy?
When you are younger you think 
you have unlimited amounts of 
time, and we waste it.

I could literally kick myself for 
the time wasted on meaningless, 
unimportant drivel.

But, as we get older, we realise 
we have to be efficient at 
managing time.

It’s all going sooooooo fast and 
we all have sooooo much more 
to do & achieve.

Take a long cold look at what 
you are EXACTLY doing on a
day to day basis. 

Are you wasting time?
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Savoury 
of the 
week

www.choreographytogo.com

Sweet Potato 
Chips

2 medium sweet potatoes
Tablespoon of coconut oil

Salt
Pepper

Paprika (natural)

Pre heat fan oven to 220 deg Celsius.

Peel and chop sweet potato into similar chip 
sized pieces (use a very sharp knife)

Place in a bowl. Pour in melted coconut 
oil and add salt, pepper , paprika and mix 
thoroughly

Put in over for 12-15 mins (this is dependent 
on the chip size just don’t let them go too 
brown)

Take out of the oven and turn over (watch 
your fingers they’ll be hot)

Put back in over for 8-10 mins again don’t let 
them go too brown

Remove and let cool for a few mins and enjoy

Strawberry 
Crisps

250g/9oz strawberries 
(stalks removed)

Sweet
of the 
week

Preheat the oven to 110C/225F/Gas ¼. 

Slice the strawberries very thinly. Blot any 
excess juices with kitchen paper and lay on a 
baking tray lined with silicone paper.

Place in the oven for 1 hour until becoming 
dry, turn over, then continue to dry out in the 
oven until crisp but not quite golden. This 
could take up to a further 1-1½ hours. Turn 
off the oven and leave to cool. If you are not 
using the crisps straight away, store them in 
an airtight container.

These can be added to your fruit salad, used to 
top your desserts or eaten as a healthy snack!
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Sweat in style

Men’s Tapered 
Joggers - £30

Blue Sports 
Abstract Print 
Gym Leggings
£17.99

Strappy Sports 
Crop Top - £12 

Luxe Transition 
Hoodie - £70

Quick Dry 
T-Shirt - £16

Hot
to
Trot

brandedego.com

newlook.com

missguided.co.uk

hpe-shop.com

marksandspencer.com

Racerback Tank 
Top - £19.99

Dark Grey 
Knitted Trainers
£24.99

Sleeveless 
Hoodie - £14

Elite Running 
Shorts - £47.50

Quick Dry 
Leggings - £25

Working up a sweat has never been so hot, 
nor has there never been a wider choice of 
high street gym gear. Practical no longer 
equals dull and boring fitness apparel. 
The fusion collaboration of fashion and 
fitness means we get tech savvy items at 
affordable prices. 
Have a look at some of the pieces we 
stumbled across.
Whatever the budget you can still rev up 
your fitness style to keep you looking and 
feeling great! 
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Copy the link to listen to the Podcast
http://goo.gl/Up9ODk

If you are thinking about opening your own studio then 
definitely listen to the super inspiring Laura Armarda-
Buch. Get the lowdown and listen to Laura deliver some 
excellent advice. Subscribe via itunes Rachel Holmes 
Podcast Show.

Podcasts

http://goo.gl/Up9ODk
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Make up,
Don’t sweat it

Some of us ‘gals’ go down the au naturel route whilst  
others prefer a bit of ‘touch up’. It’s that mad dash 
between leaving the office and getting to your spin 
class on time or maybe you just want to look your 
best at the gym (you never know who you might 
meet!) Hey, we are not hear to judge but simply to 
inform - as we’ve all been there and although we 
know it’s not the greatest idea to wear makeup whilst 
working out, some of us still do it anyway! 

So before we give you the best options let’s get 
responsible and lay down the facts. “When we get 
hot, several things happen to our skin. The first is 
sweating and the second is a slight relaxing and 
enlarging of the pores. Add a layer of even the best 
make-up on this and firstly you’ll end up with streaky 
make-up, but you’re also increasing the likelihood of 
a breakout” - Debbie Thomas (London super-facialist). 

Olympic athlete Jessica Ennis admits she never leaves 
the house without eyeliner and mascara - and always 
wears full make up to compete. 
‘It makes me feel more confident,’ she confesses. ‘I 
always ensure my skin is clean and moisturised, and 
never leave the house without mascara and eye liner 
on,’ she insists. 

If the thought of not wearing make-up whilst you 
work out Is leaving you reaching for the mascara, 
then have a read of what the experts suggest.

Makeup worn during exercise should be oil-free so 
that your skin can breathe. Oil-based products tend 
to trap the sweat under your makeup, which can 
cause it to smear. 

Hydrate your skin
Hydrating your skin is important, especially since your 
body is losing a lot of water as you sweat.

Use a tinted sunscreen
If you’re exercising outdoors, use a tinted sunscreen 
instead of foundation as they protect your skin from 
harmful UV rays. 

Concealer
‘If you have one problem pimple or a few blemishes 
to cover up, go for a concealer that contains blemish-
blasting salicylic acid. That way you can conceal and 
heal at the same time’ – www.cosmopolitan.com 

Waterproof mascara
Mascara running down your cheeks? Not a great 
look! Make sure you coat your lashes with waterproof 
mascara so you know it’s going to stay.

So it seems like a bit of a chore with all this make-
up but fundamentally it’s what makes you feel 
comfortable. If you are  thinking about becoming a 
bare faced beauty then don’t fret it and just own it!
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Leave the 
scales for the
fish

You tentatively step onto the scale (post wake up pee 
of course!) with one eye open holding your breath. 
You cross your fingers and pray that the number you 
see before you would be lower than the one I had 
seen the day before! Sound familiar? 

It’s amazing how a set of scales can dictate your 
mood and the choices you make. Frankly scales 
belong to fish not people! Yes, It’s important that 
we acknowledge what our weight is and take action 
accordingly– but generally I feel that we’ve made the 
scale our symbol of authority, of worth, of truth. If 
we’ve been “bad”, there’s no denying it because it 
shows up on the scale. If we’ve been “good”, getting 
on the scale will be its own reward..

A scale, however, is just a scale—a cold, lifeless piece 
of metal—until we give it its power. We make it into 
the instrument that tells us if we should like ourselves 
today or not. We do that by accepting societal beliefs 
about the goodness and the rightness of being at 
a lower rather than a higher weight and also by 
continuing to weigh ourselves day after day.
There are other (and arguably more beneficial) ways 
to measure improvement besides looking at some 
number. 

AS IF you can’t tell by the way your clothes fit 
whether you have lost or gained weight.

AS IF you need punishment to force you into losing 
weight. 

AS IF you weren’t a feeling, thinking, capable human 
being who can decide for yourself what kind of day 
you’re going to have and how you’re going to feel 
about yourself. 

The number on the scales do not define you......
Now go and find something that does!!

Your weight does not define who you are as a person. 
People do not go around saying “hey you there, yes 
150lb you or hi 230lb person how are you? 
No. They say “Hey Sarah!”, “I missed you John”, 
“What’s been going on in your life Alex?” We are 
people not numbers.

People are not aware of our weight fluctuations, nor 
are they judging us for the number that shows up on 
the scale. So stop judging yourself. Take photos of 
yourself, get out the tape measure and record your 
measurements. These will give you a much more 
accurate result and are both great motivational tools 
for tracking your progress. 

Do not give the scale power over your life.

Do not let it define your self worth.

Remember, you are so much more than a number.
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FitFab or 
FitFad

www.choreographytogo.com

What’s going on in the 
Fitness Tech World?
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Jabra Sport Pulse Wireless
A fitness tracker + every day commuting headphones + your personal 
coach = your ultimate home gym solution. These headphones have an 
in ear heart monitor which lets you know precisely how effective your 
workouts are. It will also provide you with tailored information to help 
reach your goal. Price $199.99

The Belty Belt
Belty is a smart belt fitness and activity tracker . It measures your steps, 
vibrates if you have been sedentary for too long and comes with motors 
that let the belt loosen itself as your waistline expands or tightens as it 
reduces. The smart belt connects to your phone via Bluetooth to feed 
this data into an app, which acts as a virtual fitness coach. It is still in 
early prototype stage with aim of launching end of 2015.  

Visijax Commuter Jacket
This life saving commuter jacket comes with 23 high-intensity LED lights 
on the front and back of the jacket for visibility, and turn indicators that 
activate when you raise your arm. Price £114.99 

Sensoria Fitness Socks
Dubbed as ‘the smarter way to run Sensoria smart socks are infused 
with comfortable pressure sensors. In real time they inform your foot 
landing and whether you are striking with the heel or the ball of your 
foot. They also track distance, speed, pace and more. Price $199
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If you do 
1 thing 
this week..

www.choreographytogo.com

Eat!! Ditch the starvation diets and eat! 
Suzanne Richardson KSFL Franchisee for 
West Midlands

Hit the weights mixed with some body weight 
moves for a short and fast 10 - 20 minute 
workout. Push HARD!  
Danni Evans KSFL franchisee for Shropshire

Know your metabolism is not static but 
constantly changing so mix things up every 
now and then and use your cheat meal to help 
reset. 
Mairi Taylor KSFL franchisee for Barrow upon 
Soar

Eat your greens! Drink water to keep 
energised, focused & alert. 
Chris Tuck franchisee for West Wickham

Start your day the KSFL Way! HIIT workout, 
Positive intention & a Good Sports Bra! 
Natasha Knight franchisee for  NORTH 
LONDON

Stop dieting, increase your physical activity and 
eat proper food. 
Helen Pybus franchisee for Lowestoft
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Are you a forward thinker? Do you want to play a part in tackling the UK’s 
obesity crisis? Are you someone who is passionate about helping others 
become the best version of themselves?  Do you have a desire to motivate, 
support and encourage people into adopting a healthy lifestyle through 
health & Fitness? If the answer is yes then come and join the Kick Start Fat 
Loss Revolution.

The KSFL® franchise will allow you to have your own business and be 
your own boss.
I will personally coach and mentor you through all the stages including 
nutrition, business and marketing – to ensure you are 100% ready and 
confident to take the world by storm.
It’s all about working smarter, not harder and making a positive impact 
on people’s lives.

The KSFL® franchise will allow you to have your own business and be 
your own boss.
I will personally coach and mentor you through all the stages including 
nutrition, business and marketing – to ensure you are 100% ready and 
confident to take the world by storm.
It’s all about working smarter, not harder and making a positive impact 
on people’s lives.

www.kickstartfatloss.net/ksfl-clubs/ksfl-franchisee-business-opportunity/

Copy the link for more information

Do you share
my vision?

Are you coming with me?


